Remaining purely editorial comments on paper nhess-2019-376 version 5:

General comment: The overall ms would benefit from addition of both indefinite and definite articles (e.g. ‘a’, ‘the’) in many locations, but of course not all. This is a matter of idiom and difficult to prescribe.

Line 24. Delete repeat ‘by’

Line 580 – Figure 6. Re the legend in (c), I cannot make out the infill patterns in buildings, so suggest you omit these and emphasize outline colours. Re DH (I suggest this would better symbolized as $\Delta z$), would it be possible to show the scale by a horizontal bar with gradational colour from brown at left to dark blue at right? This would be neater, sufficient, and take less space from the figure (would allow the legend to be completely within the water).

Line 586: Change ‘were’ to ‘where’

Line 588: Rectangles are black (not red).
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